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Introduction
Digital Explorations of Diverse Micro-Learning Experiences, Vol.4, is the fourth e-book in the
TechnoLiterati series. This series of technology and education publications, explores a wide
variety of issues on education, technology, art, design, future technologies, digital life and
many more, which can be considered as micro-learning experiences of a larger puzzle of
teaching and learning with digital technologies. The stories are selected based on content
value, diversity of information and knowledge, personal academic interest and aesthetics,
with the aim to motivate, educate and promote understanding of the ever increasing
intrusion and effect of technology to the human nature and life experience.
The stories included in this issue appeared online in a variety of online resources between
September and October 2016 and were hosted in the TechnoLiterati content curation microblog. All stories in this e-book are linked to their original URL link, which simply means you
need to be online to read the full stories. Click on the title, image, or source link to access the
full story. If you get a Security Warning to connect to the online website click Allow and the
story will open in your web browser. Enjoy.
Dr Constantine Andoniou
Editor
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution
We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we live, work, and relate to one
another. In its scale, scope, and complexity, the transformation will be unlike anything humankind has experienced before. We
do not yet know just how it will unfold, but one thing is clear: the response to it must be integrated and comprehensive,
involving all stakeholders of the global polity, from the public and private sectors to academia and civil society.
Source: weforum.org

Building a Better CAPTCHA by
Faking Out Robots
A pair of computer scientists seeks to
avoid CAPTCHA doomsday.
Source: motherboard.vice.com

Creating Cryptocurrency: A Crash Course on Mining Bitcoin

It's Time to Recognize That
Machines Are Learning all the
Wrong Things

Cryptocurrency is all the age, and If you want to mine bitcoins, our guide will show
you the hardware, software, and strategies you need to be successful.
Source: digitaltrends.com

We need to be more cautious and
aware of how data can be used and
misused.
Source: fastcoexist.com
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Material Design
Material Design is a unified system that
combines theory, resources, and tools
for crafting digital experiences.
Source: material.io

How Skyscrapers Are Being Built Higher and Higher
Tall buildings often have tuned mass dampers hidden inside their structures to
stabilize them against the wind. Those tuned mass dampers are huge and heavy
and help limit a building’s movement by swaying in the opposite direction of the
building. That is, if the wind is making a skyscraper sway to the right, the damper
will sway to the left to dissipate the kinetic energy, and reduce the, um, swaying.
What’s interesting is that the Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building, doesn’t have
that.
Source: sploid.gizmodo.com

How Hackers Use Encryption to
Hide Their Criminal Activities
Hackers now use HTTPS encryption to
cover their tracks; billions of dollars
worth of security technologies rendered
useless against such cloaked attacks.
Source: inc.com

How to Avoid Phishing Scams
Phishing attacks aren't going away
anytime soon. It's time to learn to
protect yourself.
Source: dailydot.com
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StreetoGraphy
Imagine if you could see a map of the city around you based on the photos that
best represent the area. That’s the concept of Streetography, a brand new
photography app for iOS launched this week. The app uses various sources of
photo content, showing the map of the world around you seen through the lens of
photographers who’ve explored the area before you.
Source: techcrunch.com
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Why Teens Take More Risks
Online Than Young Adults
The Simple Password May Soon Be Obsolete
Alpha-numerical passwords for personal accounts may become obsolete as a
number of new technologies with distinctive security credentials are being
developed.
Source: dailycaller.com

A recent study by the University of
Plymouth's School of Psychology
looked into why teens aged between 13
and 17 take more risks online than
young adults.
Source: digitaltrends.com

The Forgotten Soviet Internet
Long before the World Wide Web, the Soviets tried to
save the USSR with a computer network. Why did their
project never make it?
Source: bbc.com

The Nightmare Machine
Meet the Nightmare Machine.
Source: fastcodesign.com

How to Design a Particle Accelerator
Sure, particle accelerators are sprawling, expensive
technology that allow scientists unprecedented insight
into the nature of matter, but how do they actually
work? In this stylishly animated introduction
to particle accelerators, the University of Oxford research
scientist Suzie Sheehy details the basics
of accelerator physics, including how not all accelerators
are created equal, and why successfully launching a
new accelerator is an occasion more than worthy of a
champagne toast.
Source: aeon.co
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A Devil’s Dictionary of
Educational Technology
In the dark spirit of Ambrose Bierce, let
us consider new definitions of familiar
terms. Specifically, let’s see what
happens when we give educational
technology the Devil’s Dictionary (1906)
treatment.
Source: medium.com

'Astroturfing': How to Detect Dishonesty Online
A new study by Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo, associate professor of information
systems and cybersecurity and Cloud Technology Endowed Professor at The
University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA), describes a method for detecting people
dishonestly posting online comments, reviews or tweets across multiple accounts, a
practice known as “astroturfing.”
Source: utsa.edu

'Dust': the Best Privacy
Alternative to WhatsApp

String Theory: How There Could be Different Dimensions of Time
Time might have multiple dimensions.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com
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Experts suggest a lot more data than
you think may be shared when using
WhatsApp. Here are the privacy
implications and the best alternative to
WhatsApp.
Source: socialmediaexplorer.com
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A Mesmerizing Map of
Cyberattacks
The global cyber war is raging on, and
this mesmerizing map shows just how
serious it has become.
Source: mashable.com

The Future of Tech is Amazing (And Terrifying)
It's 2026 and everything is amazing.
Source: mashable.com

How America's Internet Got
Wiped Out by a Massive DDoS
Attack
Today a massive DDoS attack took out
a major piece of internet infrastructure,
causing huge outages across the United
States and Europe. Watch it spread like
a disease across the States.
Source: gizmodo.com

I Went to Nigeria to Meet the
Man Who Scammed me
When a 62-year-old Swedish woman
was scammed into paying a 24-year-old
Nigerian, she took an unexpected turn
by going out and visiting him, writes
Adaobi Tricia Nwaubani.
Source: bbc.com

The 14 People Who Control the
Internet and Hold 7 Secret Keys
This sounds like something out of a Dan
Brown book, but it isn't: The entire
internet depends on seven highly
secured keys.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com

Planmeta-Geometria
Source: vimeo.com
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This Isn't a Game
Need a little help getting over the
midweek hump? Maybe a short, fun
game will do the trick. On second
thought, should you really be playing
games at work or school? Don’t worry:
There is no game. A new era of tech
events has begun.
Source: thenextweb.com

Bendable Electronic Color ‘Paper’

Virtual Coins: A Virtual Goldmine

Chalmers' e-paper contains gold, silver and PET plastic. The layer that produces the
colors is less than a micrometer thin.
Source: kurzweilai.net

Back in 2009 when the first virtual coin,
Bitcoin, came on the scene, very few
people knew what to make of this new
currency. Some said it was the wave of
the future, while others said it would
never catch on. The person who
allegedly created the Bitcoin,
Source: lifehack.org

The Slow Death of Traditional Media
Source: ritholtz.com

Brilliant Visualizations of the
Insides of Complex Things
Cutaway illustrations can show
everything from musculoskeletal
diagrams of a baseball pitch to a sports
car "exploded" to show every part.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com
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The Great
Machine
In the small Ontario
town of Echo, deep
underground a
typical post-war
apartment building,
there is a machine –
massive and
seemingly endless.
What is its
purpose? What is it
for?
Source: nfb.ca

Anonymous Wikipedia Editors
and Tor Users
Source: drexel.edu

How to See the Internet Hiding in
Plain Sight
We're Going to the Red Planet! Past, Present, and Future Missions to
Mars
SpaceX isn't the only organization with an eye set on Mars. Here's a detailed list of
all operational and planned Mars missions, along with a few proposals.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Have you ever thought about what the
internet looks like outside the router
box hidden under your couch? If you
live in a city, there’s a good chance that
it’s visible all around you—if you know
where to look.
Source: gizmodo.com

Quick Wireless Charging Pad

Social Technologies Are Making Us Less Social
For the first time in the history of our species, we are never alone and never bored.
Have we lost something fundamental about being human?
Source: scientificamerican.com

Prepare to embrace wireless charging
for your phone, because LG's new
wireless charger will take its battery to
50 percent capacity in just 30 minutes,
matching the speediest times provided
by mains chargers.
Source: digitaltrends.com
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Differentiable Neural Computers
In a study in Nature, we introduce a form of memory-augmented neural network
called a differentiable neural computer, and show that it can learn to use its
memory to answer questions about complex, structured data, including artificially
generated stories, family trees, and even a map of the London Underground. We
also show that it can solve a block puzzle game using reinforcement learning.
Source: deepmind.com

Automated Transcription of a Fax
Machine That Called the Wrong
Number
E.J. Brennan reported that a fax machine
called his voice number. Twilio, his
phone provider, provided a useful
transcription of the message it left him.
Source: boingboing.net

Is This "Base Reality"?
Tech billionaires who think we're living
in the Matrix are secretly funding a way
out
Source: ibtimes.co.uk

What is Steampunk? A Comprehensive Beginner's Guide
You've probably seen it out there. Here's where it comes from.
Source: dailydot.com

The Long Walk

Where Does Our Arrow of Time
Come From?
Source: 3quarksdaily.com
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The Long Walk,
King's 1979 novel
about a dystopic
future where a
popular national
sport consists of a
hundred teenagers
walking crosscountry in a
marathon that only
one of them will
survive.
Source: vimeo.com
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Brain Waves Can Detect
Potentially Harmful Personal
Information
Cyber security and authentication have
been under attack in recent months as,
seemingly every other day, a new report
of hackers gaining access to private or
sensitive information comes to light.
Just recently, more than 500 million
passwords were stolen when Yahoo
revealed its security was compromised.
Source: sciencebulletin.org

Virtual Shaming (#shameonshamers)
When online shamers cast vicious attacks and threats based on incomplete or false
facts, the damage to a person’s reputation is long-lasting, and sometimes
irreparable.
Source: scientificamerican.com

(centiscript): a Visual Thinking
Tool

Electronic Sticky Notes
Personal computers were supposed to all but eliminate the need for paper, but one
look at your sticky note-covered screen tells a different story. Researcher Tobias
Große-Puppendahl may have created the perfect compromise.
Source: gizmodo.com

(centiscript) is a JavaScript based
creative code environment for creating
experimental graphics.
Source: creativeapplications.net

Without Clear
Purpose
The federal police
helicopter slowly
turns into an
insect, a drone, an
orchestrated
swarm of eyes…
Source:
vimeo.com

The Connected Home: The Final
Digital Frontier
With IoT devices, you can find out not
just what customers think about your
products, but also how you fit into the
fabric of their lives... and their homes
Source: thenextweb.com
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The True Scale of Nuclear Bombs
is Totally Frightening

'Asgardia': the Nation State in Space
A group of Vienna-based scientists is working on plans to create a pacifist nation
state, called Asgardia, in space.
Source: bbc.co.uk

Bird Songs
Visualized as
Gorgeous
Mandalas
Design student
Sugko at Sejong
University used a
CymaScope to
visualize bird songs,
with beautiful
results.
Source:
boingboing.net

VR Emoji
These are what Facebook calls "VR emoji," and
they're the company's vision for how we'll convey
emotion in virtual reality. We're not talking about
yellow.
Source: techcrunch.com
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Nuclear weapons are already scary
enough, but when you dig deeper and
find out how powerful the weapons
truly are, they get even more terrifying.
The weapons we’ve built after the first
atomic bombs are so strong that you
can basically use Hiroshima as a unit of
measurement. The largest nuclear
explosion in human history, the Tsar
Bomba, detonated with a force of 50
megatons or the power of 3,333
Hiroshimas.
Source: sploid.gizmodo.com

Warning: This Video Could Give
you Hallucinations
Scientists have created a video they
hope can help them study
hallucinations. No, you don't have to be
on drugs for it to work.
Source: mashable.com
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How Scammers Try to Phish Your
Account
Chances are if your email or social
media account has ever been
compromised, you accidentally gave
your credentials to the scammers
yourself. The most common way to
infiltrate an account is called phishing,
in which people trick you into handing
over your login info to false websites
that look legitimate.
Source: lifehacker.com

In-App Gestures and Mobile App User Experience
The rise of touch and gesture-driven devices has dramatically changed the way we
think about interaction. Gestures are more than merely entertaining, they are very
useful and feel familiar. Today, the success of a mobile app significantly depends on
how well gestures are implemented into the user experience.
Source: smashingmagazine.com

Stories of Alien
Encounters
Think Like a Computer Scientist
Runestone’s Interactive Python project
has adapted 2012’s classic How to Think
Like a Computer Scientist textbook,
updating it to cover recent
programming advances, and creating a
fully…
Source: boingboing.net

In Beams, Mitchell Crawford
blends experimental
animation with stories of
alien encounters. The
narrators are never seen, and
the images don’t always
reflect their words, but
somehow that makes these
first-hand accounts—which
are freaky, yet delivered in a
matter-of-fact manner—even
eerier.
Source: io9.gizmodo.com

Rouge
Fougère

'Borophene': an Alternative to
Graphene?
Materials like graphene may be too flat
and hard to stretch to serve in flexible,
wearable devices. Scientists think "wavy"
borophene might be better.
Source: futurity.org

A postapocalyptic
experience.
Source:
youtube.com
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The Moral Machine: Test Your
Ethics Around Killer AI Cars
This new game called the “Moral
Machine” from MIT’s researchers lets
you make the calls in the famous
“trolley problem” and see analytics
about your ethics. Thinking about these
tough questions is more important than
ever since engineers are coding this
type of decision making into
autonomous vehicles right now.
Source: techcrunch.com

'Vacationauts': Space Tourism Posters for the Final Frontier
The world's first multimedia space advertising campaign encourages people who
vacation in Florida to add some space to their fun in the sun by watching a rocket
launch.
Source: space.com

Teens Who Say No to Social
Media
Some teenagers are opting out of the
relentless pursuit of “likes” on Facebook
and Instagram—and they don’t feel like
they’re missing out.
Source: wsj.com

The Hidden Map in your iPhone
of Everywhere you've Been
Here's how to access it and turn it off.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com
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Secret Google trademarks
Ahead of the big Google Event later
today, I’ve spent hours trawling the dark
recesses of trademark land to uncover
what Google might be announcing.
Source: thenextweb.com

The Dark Universe: Four Big
Questions

Flying Saucers are Real! Anthology of the Lost Saucer-Craze
Jack Womack is an accomplished science fiction writer and part of the first wave of
cyberpunks; he's also one of the world's foremost collectors of flying saucer
ephemera: the zines, cheap paperbacks, and esoteric material associated with the
saucer-craze, a virtually forgotten, decades-long global mania that features
livestock mutilations, abductions, messages of intergalactic brotherhood, claims of
both divine and satanic origins, and psychic phenomena.
Source: boingboing.net

Scientists have theories about dark
matter and dark energy — and some
observations — but both are poorly
understood. Here are four of their
biggest questions.
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Size Comparison

So You Want to Terraform Mars?

Source: swiss-miss.com

Source: blogs.scientificamerican.com

Coral Colors
In this video we have tried to show
movement and the enormous chromatic
beauty of corals, a kind of marine
animals that despite being one of the
oldest animals on…
Source: vimeo.com
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The Era of Proportional
Ransomware Has Arrived

State Zero
In the near future, the capital of Sweden has turned into a post-apocalyptic
wasteland. We join four soldiers on a routine mission in ‘Zone 3’, with the
assignment to investigate an old surveillance tower that just went offline. That’s the
setting in first-time director Andrée Wallin’s short film, who also wrote and
production designed it.
Source: youtube.com

According to the FBI the incursion of
ransomware has just gone from bad to
worse. In a recent alert, the U.S. Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) warned
that recent ransomware variants have
targeted and compromised vulnerable
business servers to identify and target
hosts, thereby multiplying the number
of potential infected servers and
devices on a network.
Source: blogs.rsa.com

Is the Universe
the Same in all
Directions?
New study of the
Planck data tests
the Universe's
isotropy.
Source:
arstechnica.com

The Plan for Colonizing Mars
Over at National Geographic, Nadia
Drake’s feature on Elon Musk’s plan for
millions of people to live on Mars is the
best explanation (and contextualization)
of this far out vision
Source: boingboing.net

Scrip Digital Wallet
There's no doubt cash is quickly
becoming a relic of the past. That also
means that the triggers in our brain that
fire when we have to fork over some
green are staying dormant.
Source: uncrate.com

Algorithm: the Hacker Movie
A freelance computer hacker breaks into secret government contractor and
downloads a program. He must choose between his own curiosity and the lives of
his friends.
Source: youtube.com
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How the
World
Consumes
Technology
Humans. Besides
our opposable
thumbs, we have
something else in
common... our
obsession with
technology.
Source:
thenextweb.com

Automation of Things
Automation of Things, a Bangalore
based startup approached me to create
an animation that communicates their
broader vision for the future of smart
products.
Source: vimeo.com

Utopian Facade

The World's First Computer Music Recording
Researchers at the University of Canterbury have restored the first-ever recording of
computer music from Alan Turing's machine, from 1951.
Source: thenextweb.com

The video for “Utopian Façade,” off
John Carpenter’s Lost Themes II, isn’t
actually directed by the horror master.
But directors Gavin Hignight and Ben
Verhulst definitely took inspiration from
Carpenter’s style—plus some other cool
science-fiction influences (can’t resist
those Logan’s Run vibes) too.
Source: youtube.com

Why Looking at Your Phone is
Terrible for Your Sleep but
Watching TV Isn't
A sleep doctor gives the green light on
watching TV before bed.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com

The Long, Curious Evolution of a Meme
Opinion: How one little graphic about inequality, posted on a professor's Google+
page, came to be shared and adapted around the world.
Source: wired.com
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How There Could be Different
Dimensions of Time
Time might have multiple dimensions.
Source: uk.businessinsider.com

Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrency, or digital currency, is an invention of the Internet.
Source: hongkiat.com

Pixelord Human.exe
Music video for
@pixelord track
by Dima Derem is
notable for the
protagonist’s robot
suit
Source:
youtube.com

The 5 Most Infuriating Emails You
Get Every Day
These email marketers may mean well,
but you shouldn't have to put up with
their crap.
Source: inc.com

How Does Google Know Where I
Am?
Source: security.stackexchange.com

WTF is Clickbait?
Clickbaiting is the intentional act of over-promising or otherwise misrepresenting.
Source: techcrunch.com

Podo
Last year, Podo Labs released the first iteration of the Podo — a Bluetoothcontrolled, stick-on camera — on Kickstarter, and now the company is back with a
new, upgraded version.
Source: theverge.com
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Planet Unknown
At the end of 21st century, mankind
were facing global resource depletion.
Space Rovers were sent out to find
potential inhabitable planets.
Source: vimeo.com

What if the Aliens Are AI?
The search for extraterrestrial life has so far assumed our cosmic neighbours are
organic. What if we’re dealing with artificial intelligence?
Source: bbc.com

How to Turn your Phone into a
Walkie Talkie

Spaceman
Source: vimeo.com

Walkie talkie has been around for a
while now. However, not many people
have the access to them. Heres how you
can turn your phone into a Walkie
Talkie.
Source: gizbot.com

Asteria: your AI Friend

Narcissism: Dazzle Room

What if you and your wearable could
have a conversation? Not a
conversation involving command
prompts or specific phrases, but a
natural, fluid discussion about the
weather, or what kind of run you should
go on today.
Source: wareable.com

Dazzle camouflage was a type of ship camouflage used during World War I. As its
name suggests, it was meant to dazzle and confuse the human eye.
Source: vimeo.com
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From HAM Radio to Modern Day
Communications Tech
From the first radios to the iPhone,
here’s a brief history of the last century
of telecommunications.
Source: mashable.com

Virtual Reality in Japan
Source: techcrunch.com

Building Tiny Brains in a Lab
Our brains are complex organic
computers – some believe the most
complicated in the Universe. Yet one
scientist has managed to create mini
brains that mimic how our minds work.
Source: bbc.com

Panpsychism and the Mystery of Consciousness
Is consciousness everywhere? Is it a basic feature of the Universe, at the very heart
of the tiniest subatomic particles?
Source: aeon.co

Snapchat’s Spectacles
The 26-years old Evan Spiegel has made
the world addictive of its quirky
smartphone app- Snapchat. The
application now accounts as one of the
most widely used messaging app
around the globe and is giving a hard
time to other popular apps such as
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp
and others.
Source: gizbot.com
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Illusion
New York City basically already looks like a living, breathing movie set in real life
but this surreal video transforms the city completely by turning the buildings into
fake facades that don’t actually house anything. Claire & Max gave the busy streets
of New York an eerie sense of calm in the video by stripping away its depth and
replacing it with just a front.
Source: sploid.gizmodo.com
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I Used to Be a Human Being
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Strange Effects of Social Media
on Your Brain
Here are some strange effects of social
media on your brain if you overuse it.
Know more here.
Source: gizbot.com

Modernity and Dehumanization
The Webby Award-winning arts magazine founded by Scene360. Covering fine art,
tattoo, graffiti, design, and cinema.
Source: illusion.scene360.com

Allo, Google's New Smart
Messaging App
Android/iOS: Today, Google’s rolling
out Allo, the messaging app it
previewed at I/O earlier this summer.
This is also the first real glimpse we get
into the new Google Assistant.
Source: lifehacker.com

Have Your
Accounts
Been
Compromised
?
Source:
chronicle.com
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How The Emoticon Was Invented
It all started with a :-)
Source: mentalfloss.com

North Korea's Internet
There are only 28 websites in North Korea.
Source: dailydot.com

Why Time Travel isn't Possible
In a new book, physicist Richard Muller
answers the question: Why does the
arrow of time flow inexorably toward
the future, constantly creating new
"nows?"
Source: futurity.org

DistractaGone
For the smartphone addicts among us,
sometimes we need a digital time out.
DistractaGone aims to free you from
your device by locking it in a box.
Source: thenextweb.com

The Infinity Burial Suit
The Infinity Burial Suit is a breakthrough
in eco-friendly, green funeral options. It
returns your body to the earth without
harming the environment.
Source: huffingtonpost.com
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China's Race to Space Domination
To gain an edge here on Earth, China is pushing ahead in space. After years of
investment and strategy, China is well on its way to becoming a space
superpower—and maybe even a dominant one.
Source: popsci.com
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Dullahan
Dullahan is a strange sort of product. It
isn't functional, but it's incredibly
interactive and futuristic, with a good
deal of aesthetic appeal.
Source: yankodesign.com

How to Think Like a Hacker
Most groups perpetuating cybercrime are not rebellious hackers wearing cool
sunglasses and black (a la Neo), but rather typically part of organized crime.
Source: thenextweb.com

How Blockchain Will Grow
Beyond Bitcoin
Quantum Computing Will Make your PC Look Like a Graphing
Calculator
Think about this: The device you’re using to read this article works with information
stored as binary digits, or bits, each of which can occupy a discrete value of 1 or 0.
A standard character from the Latin alphabet is made up of eight bits, otherwise
known as a byte. The eight bits in a byte, each a 0 or a 1, can together refer to any
alphanumeric symbol. Everything a computer processes, no matter how complex,
can be reduced to a string of bits.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Since its advent in 2009, bitcoin’s
decentralized, broker-less and secure
mechanism to send money across the
world has steadily risen in popularity
and adoption. Of equal — if not greater
— importance is the blockchain, the
technology that supports the
cryptocurrency, the distributed ledger
which enables trustless, peer-to-peer
exchange of data.
Source: techcrunch.com
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Major Computer Bugs That
Wreaked Havoc

We’re in the Future: 4 Sci-Fi Technologies That Already Exist
We tend to take technology for granted -- and when we do, it's easy to forget that
we're indeed already living in the future in many ways.
Source: makeuseof.com

On September 9, 1947, programmer
Grace Hopper and her Harvard
University peers famously described
processing issues with the Mark II
electromechanical computer as a
“bug”—and since then, despite our best
efforts, more than a few bugs have
gotten the best of us.
Source: mentalfloss.com

The Cypherpunk Revolution
Source: passcode.csmonitor.com

The Building Blocks of
Understanding Are Memorization
and Repetition
Source: nautil.us

15 Movies That Predicted the Future
From cell phones to superhero team-ups, Hollywood has a knack for knowing
what's next
Source: mentalfloss.com
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How to Fight Trolls and
Misinformation Campaigns
in Social Media
Given all of the trouble, tech companies
are beginning to marshall their
resources and fight back against trolls
and misinformation campaigns.
Source: techcrunch.com

Eternal Sonata: A Thriller of the Near Future
A few dead bodies are a small price to pay in the quest for immortality.
Source: kurzweilai.net

Technology vs. Humanity: The
Coming Clash Between Man and
Machine
Futurist Gerd Leonhard breaks new
ground again by bringing together
mankind’s urge to upgrade and
automate everything down to human
biology itself with our timeless quest for
freedom and happiness.
Source: kurzweilai.net

Human Brain Map
Gets a Bold New
Update
The new Allen Brain
Atlas combines
neuroimaging and
tissue staining to offer
an unprecedented level
of resolution.
Source:
scientificamerican.com

The Strange Second Life of String
Theory

What Happens When Children Don’t Have the Internet for a Whole
Day

String theory has so far failed to live up
to its promise as a way to unite gravity
and quantum mechanics.
Source: quantamagazine.org

The unexpected but fascinating results really make you stop and think.
Source: brightside.me
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The Atlantropa Project:
the Bonkers Real-Life Plan to
Drain the Mediterranean and
Merge Africa and Europe
Consciousness Isn’t a Mystery. It’s Matter
We don’t know enough about the nature of physical stuff to know that conscious
experience can’t be physical.
Source: nytimes.com

It's not just the plot of a Philip K. Dick
book—a man spent his life trying to
make Atlantropa happen.
Source: atlasobscura.com

Inside NORAD
Ever since NORAD’s Cheyenne
Mountain underground facility became
fully operational in 1966, it’s been
America’s command and control center
for the nuclear apocalypse. But photos
from inside the top secret bunker, even
historical ones, are incredibly rare.
Yesterday the folks over at Memory
Hole 2 helped make them a bit less rare
by uploading some hard-to-find
NORAD photos published in 1970.
Source: paleofuture.gizmodo.com
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Best Design Innovations 1996-2016
Wallpaper took on the daunting task of narrowing down 20 years of design
innovations to just over 100 eclectic choices.
Source: boingboing.net
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What Does Space Sound Like?
An astrophysics professor and
contemporary music producers have
teamed up to create a special remix of
some of the observatory's historic
archive recordings.
Source: bbc.co.uk

The Difference Between Rationality and Intelligence
One is raw cognitive horsepower. The other is the propensity for reflective thought.
Source: nytimes.com

Why Complexity Matters in
Neuroscience

This Is Your Brain on VR
Virtual Reality is paving the way for new technological therapeutics. VR exposure
therapy will help treat people with anxiety disorders and post-traumatic stress
disorder.
Source: dailymotion.com

People like simplicity. Each decade,
corporate logos grow progressively
minimalistic, pop songs use ever
simpler melodies, and visual arts
embrace simpler compositions as
Monet gives way to Picasso, and
Picasso to Rothko.
Source: aeon.co

Guide to Raising Smartass Kids
20 Big Questions About the Future of Humanity
We asked leading scientists to predict the future. Here’s what they had to say
Source: scientificamerican.com

Lucy Walinchus’s How to Raise a
Smartass is a great, funny, irreverent
memoir/guidebook about Walinchus’s
own experiences, proudly raising a
passel of smartass kids.
Source: boingboing.net
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How Big is the Universe?
The universe is a big place, but do we
really know how big? Scientists think
they do, and use an array of methods to
figure it out.
Source: digitaltrends.com

The Age of Unjustifiable Consumerism
What is unjustifiable consumerism? It is a form of conspicuous consumption that
defies logic and common sense. It goes beyond filling a need or desire and exists
purely as evidence of the power of advertising to convince us to buy almost
anything. What brings this to mind is the introduction of the Apple iPhone 7.
Source: newark1.com

A Primer on How Self-Replicating
Robots Could Conquer the
Universe
Source: popsci.com

David Lynch on Creativity
In 2008, The Atlantic sat down with the filmmaker David
Lynch as he mused about inspiration and how to capture
the flow of creativity.
Source: vimeo.com

How the Bit Was Born: Claude
Shannon and the Invention of
Information
"Information is what our world runs on:
the blood and the fuel, the vital
principle ... transforming every branch of
knowledge."
Source: brainpickings.org
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Source: vimeo.com
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The Divine Madness of Philip K
Dick
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

Welcome to the Dark Net!
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

\

The Systematic Calibration of an
Internet-Killing Tool
Someone -- possibly the government of
China -- has launched a series of
probing attacks on the internet's most
critical infrastructure, using carefully
titrated doses of denial-of-service to
precisely calibrate a tool for shutting
down the whole net.
Source: boingboing.net

Dirty Image
Shot on Leica T model - Julia Kulik - video by Ruslan Pelykh
Source: vimeo.com

The Döppeldancer:
Turns Yourself Into a
Move-Busting 3D Model
Because why spend hours
practicing when you can just
scan yourself and have an
app do the rest?
Source: fastcodesign.com
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5 Warning Signs your Computer
has been Hacked
In today's scenario, most of the antivirus and anti-malware software are
useless and inaccurate, unless you buy
the original version! Moreover, it is
difficult to find the hacker/virus on a
computer due to its impersonal
behavior.
Source: gizbot.com

A Short History of the Future
Forward-looking stories from Scientific American , 1845 to 2016
Source: scientificamerican.com

Google’s Secret Plan for Quantum
Computer Supremacy
Source: kurzweilai.net

The Future of Web Apps
The capabilities available to websites
and apps have changed a lot since the
early days of static pages. Even in
recent times we've seen many
significant advancements: native
animations, simple flexible layouts
(finally), real 3D graphics and streaming
video, to name but a few. But there is
still more to do, especially if the web is
to compete effectively with native
platforms.
Source: creativebloq.com

Artificial Afterlife: Mystifying Technology by Connecting to the Dead
Created by Amy Whittle, Artificial Afterlife is a personal interpretation of technology
through spiritual phenomena.
Source: creativeapplications.net
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Most Bizarre and Breathtaking Television Set Designs That Ever
Existed
Source: vintag.es

The Quantum Eraser
Richard Feynmann noted more than
once that complementarity is the
central mystery that lies at the heart of
quantum theory.
Source: hackaday.com

Interpreting the Tone of Emails
Both friends and strangers have a tough
time interpreting emotions in emails.
Source: mentalfloss.com

Being Human in a Digital Age
Source: elearnspace.org

The Tiny Bits of Code That Can
Wreck Computers
Some dangerous bits of code come in
surprisingly small sizes. But just a few
bytes can be enough to wreck
computers and even bring a warship to
a standstill
Source: bbc.com

Next Generation of Australian Banknotes
This video provides an introduction to the new $5 banknote and its security
features.
Source: youtube.com
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We’re at Peak Complexity - and it
Sucks
Virtually all companies are doing digital
transformation wrong.
Source: techcrunch.com

New Material Makes Coolest Clothing Around
Source: scientificamerican.com

Unacknowledged: an Exposé of the Greatest Secret in Human History
Film distributor The Orchard just picked up the rights to release a documentary
called Unacknowledged: An Exposé of the Greatest Secret in Human History. The
company is planning on putting it out in 2017, and its press release has some of the
loftiest and, frankly, most exciting/unbelievable claims imaginable.
Source: io9.gizmodo.com

Frequently Automated Questions:
is Artificial Intelligence the Future
of FAQ?
Finely tuned chatbots could tackle the
public\'s millions of questions.
Source: nextgov.com
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The Neuroscience Behind the
Things That our Brains Do Poorly
Source: boingboing.net

How Your Brain Keeps You Believing C**p That Isn't True
Much of what you believe to be true probably isn't, thanks to a mental shortcut
your brain takes without you realizing it.
Source: fastcompany.com
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The Origin of Authenticity in the
Breakdown of the Illusion of the
Real

Lo And Behold: Reveries of the Connected World

Authenticity is real. It is a repair process
within the order of symbols, within the
hyperreal, in which efforts to destroy
the order of symbols are channeled into
acts that strengthen and expand it.
Source: ribbonfarm.com

Source: youtube.com

Forget Software, Now Hackers
Are Exploiting Physics

Physics Confronts Its Heart of Darkness
Cracks are showing in the dominant explanation for dark matter. Is there anything
more plausible to replace it?
Source: scientificamerican.com

An emerging form of hacking
techniques targets the fundamental
physical properties of computation.
Source: wired.com

Watch and Learn: Machines
Taught to Learn Through
Observation
The new method was inspired by the
famous Turing test, which was first
proposed by Alan Turing, in 1950. It’s
creators have called it “Turing learning."
Source: digitaltrends.com

What Futuristic Tech Will You See in Your Lifetime?
Find out which innovations are just around the corner.
Source: nextgov.com
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KENZO World!
Wow! Directed by Spike Jonze, this is
high-energy KENZO World ad, or “short
film” as they’re calling it, great perfume
commercial. And the most bizarre.
Source: boingboing.net

The Mars Simulation Experiment
Six scientists emerged from a dome on a Mauna Loa mountain without wearing
spacesuits yesterday, ending a yearlong Mars simulation.
Source: digitaltrends.com

Digitize Those Memory-Filled
Cassettes Before They
Disintegrate
Bite the bullet and have them
digitized—I wish I'd done it sooner
Source: scientificamerican.com

Infinitude
Infinitude is a meditation on the cosmic evolution of matter and energy over
time. Experimental filmmaking techniques such as time-lapse, high-speed, and
stop-motion photography were used to photograph handmade props, fluid
dynamics, and angular momentum. Infinitude is a handmade representation of the
exponential growth of complexity in the cosmos.
Source: vimeo.com

Iran's Internal National Internet
Iran is circling its digital wagons by launching the first stage of its
intranet, which will eventually internalize most national internet
traffic.
Source: digitaltrends.com
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‘Atomic Sandwich’ Computing
Material

Do Selfies Make You Look Bad?
A new study finds they are not as flattering as we think
Source: scientificamerican.com

New magnetoelectric multiferroic
material operates at 100 times lower
power (credit: Julia A. Mundy/Nature)
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
scientists
Source: kurzweilai.net

Thought-Controlled Nanorobots
A team of Israeli scientists devised a
system by which a person can use their
thoughts alone to trigger tiny DNAbased nanorobots inside a living
creature to release a drug.
Source: boingboing.net

Digital Defenders
A free open-licensed booklet for kids about privacy and crypto.
Source: boingboing.net

Facebook Scam
Offers that appear harmless can actually
cause serious damage. Here is how to spot
them.
Source: inc.com
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Abandoned Blockbuster
Exploration
Today we are exploring an abandoned
Blockbuster video store that is strangely
untouched by time with a wicked twist
at the end!
Source: youtube.com

Something is Going Very Wrong for Millennials at Work
Cut the noise and distraction and focus deeply on the task at hand until it is
satisfactorily completed.
Source: inc.com

'Crysis' Ransomware
Hackers are now using ransomware
called Crysis to encrypt files on business
PCs through Remote Desktop. It has the
ability to travel across the network.
Source: digitaltrends.com

The Genius List
The hackers, technologists, scientists, celebrities, and just plain average folks who
have bestowed genius on us so far this year
Source: popsci.com

A Computer That Stores Memories Like
Humans Do
A new mathematical model of memory could
accelerate the quest to build super-powered,
brain-inspired hardware systems.
Source: theatlantic.com
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LudusScope

Using Your body, not WiFi, toTransmit Secure Passwords

A 3D-printed, open-sourced system that
lets you control and play games with
living microbes on your smartphone.
Tormenting single-celled organisms has
never been so much fun.
Source: gizmodo.com

Researchers are testing a way to send secure passwords through a person's body—
no WiFi needed—to devices, such as a smart door lock or insulin pump
Source: futurity.org

The Ultimate Wearable: A Second
Skin That Feels What You
We rely on our phones and laptops to
see information. But what if we could
feel it instead?
Can't
Source: fastcodesign.com

Are we Masters of Technology or
Has it Mastered Us?
Source: 3quarksdaily.com

How to Criticize Technology
Source: boingboing.net

A Nonlinear History of Time Travel
Source: nautil.us
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DDOS Attackers - Who and Why?
Source: potaroo.net

5 Reasons Why Millennials Are Susceptible to Scams
A whopping 15 percent of people between the ages of 18 and 24 claim to have
been victims of a scam.
Source: inc.com

Someone is Learning How to Take
Down the Internet
Source: kurzweilai.net

Voyager
Source: vimeo.com

Mind Frame
Mind Frame by Jake Fried 2016. Hand-drawn animation with ink, white-out and
coffee.
Source: vimeo.com
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The Cicada: a Parasite Art Piece
With Commitment Issues
How often do you think deeply about
the products around you?
Source: hackaday.com
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WaveNet: How Neural Networks
Could Teach Computers to Talk
Like Humans
How Private Investigators Use the Internet to Track You
Digital private investigators know everything about you -- the color of your car,
who you voted for, your favorite films... everything. But where do they find this
information, and who is profiting from it?
Source: makeuseof.com

WaveNet is going to help fill in
computer speech's uncanny valley.
Source: fastcodesign.com

The Agony of Trying to
Unsubscribe
It happens to all of us: you unsubscribe
from an unwanted marketing email, and
a few days later another message from
the same company pops up in your
inbox. Comedian James Veitch turned
this frustration into whimsy when a local
supermarket refused to take no for an
answer. Hijinks ensued.
Source: ted.com

Planet Earth 2
After ten years, BBC has created a sequel to their nature documentary series Planet
Earth.
Source: youtube.com

The Astronaut's Guide to Life in Space
Source: youtube.com
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A GIF Guide to Epigenetics, the
Little-Understood Partner to our
DNA
Source: dailydot.com

Could Human Civilization Spread Across the Whole Galaxy?
Source: youtube.com

Lorn - Anvil (A Dark Short
Animation About the Future)
The year 2100. In an effort to combat
overpopulation, the postmortem social
network "Anvil" is released and made
mandatory to all.
Source: vimeo.com

Sillon 67
Colours and animations drive you deeper and deeper into vinyls.
Source: vimeo.com

Crowds and Technology
“There is no other hope for the survival
of mankind than knowing enough
about the people it is made up of.” –
Elias Canetti
Source: ribbonfarm.com

The Laptop-Destroying 'USB Killer'
Source: mashable.com
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Artificial Intelligence in Education
Source: elearningindustry.com

A Case for Human Thinking
Source: consciousentities.com

Blissify
A new plug-in blocks sites that make
you frown.
Source: fastcodesign.com

Post-Internet Art
Source: thenation.com

Odyssey
Odyssey was born between the stars, the close like the faraway. Story of a past as
well as a future where the man led by his ambitions and his dreams will discover…
Source: vimeo.com

Weapons of Math Destruction
Invisible, ubiquitous algorithms are ruining millions of lives
Source: boingboing.net
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